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ln this .tudy. ~me prosodic aspeCts of the dlsyllabic vocallDtions (both babb~ and
wordsl produced by four French and four JapanCR chilciren of about 16 months of a~,
are examlncd. F. oontow and yowei duratlons iD diS)'Uabies are found to ~ clarly
iI~ua,e-specific. For French infants. n~ F. œatour$ and fmal syllable lenrthe~
are the fui:, wher.s fallinJ F. oontours and IbseDœ of f_ll~heq are the rule ior
Japanese children. Tnese reluits are confTuen: -ith aduit prosody in the two 1an,ua~es.
The~' hold for both babblin~ and utteT.nce.~ identii~d as word5. The disyl1ables produced
b~' the Japanese infants renect adult forms no~ onl~' in terms of ~bal mtonation ~tterns.
but also m terms of tone and durauon charaCte:'1stICS It the !cXIQ) IeYel.

Af'." ,,'ora; bn,ua~e acquisition, prosod} , intonatm. French. Japanese

l"7RODUCT1~

II has been proposed thaT physiological constraints on phonatory and artlculatory
contra] giw "universaJ" charactenstics to iniants. vocal productions (Buhr. 1980).
Indeeà. tilt forlnS of babbling anà of fim woràs sho~. sorne universaJ phoneu:: uends
(Olle:. \\'Iemar.. Doyle, and Ross. ]975: OlIer and Eüers. ]9811. But the physiological
constraints stem to be overcome quite earl~'. For example. control of phonation stems to
emer~~ b~' about six rnonths (Koopmans-von Beinum and van der Stelt. 1979). contraI
of supra]aryn,eaJ aniculation àurin~ the second balf o~ the fuS! year (Kent and Bauer,
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1985; Kent. in press; Mack :1nd lieberrnan. 1985). At trus age. iru'ants are able to vary
their vocalizations. and individual preferences appear in their sound inventories (Vlhman.
Ferguson. :1nd Elbert. 1986). It is possible then. tbat early voc31izations aIready retlect

some of the specificities of the ambient language.
Physiologïcal constraints probably are largely released at the end of the period of rlISt

words. tbat is. when infants are about to enter the vocabulary spurt phase. At this Stage.
inr'ants usually still produce late babbling :1nd jargon together with intelligible words
(see Locke. 1983. p. 52). A recent cross-language study by Boysson-Bardies and Vthman
(1991), based on frequencies of tokens rather than inventories of types. bas shown clear
language-specific differences in infants' consonants. ~ither in babbling forms or in
:1ttempted words du ring the period of first words. Vowels and consonant-vowel
:lSSOciations have been investigated by Davis :1nd MacNeilage (1990), in a C:lse study of
one Arnerican cruld aged 14-:0 months. :md by Vihman (in press) in a cross-language
stuày covering similar 3.ges. Both studies found l:1nguage-oriented diStributions of vowels

and of consonant-vowel associations-
However. these studies a1so suggest that. at trus stage. motor control constraints are

not totally overcome. Moreover. constraints Stem to wei~ differently on children 's
babbling :1nd \vords. Boysson-Baràies and Vihman (1991) found a slight regression in
word forms as compared to babbling forms: Children have more difficulty producing
fricative consonants in words than in babbling. These authors proposed that the increased
difficulty couid be expiained by the additional constraint oi ordering the rounds into the
right sequence to approximate the adult model. Davis and MacNeiiage (1990) found tbat
.:onsonant-vowel .;o-occurrences in babbling forms (and in the tirst syllable of disyllabic
words) can be :lnticipated ""n sheer mechanic:ù grounds". ln other words. they round
that oabbling rorms retlect less selectivity from the adult repertoire with regard to
.:onsonant-vowei co-occurrences. Su. in spite of the .:onsiderable attention given to
segmentai organtzation in children's first words and late babbling, more studies are still
neeàed ,0 unàerstand how ~xposure :0 the :1Inbient language is shaping children's

utterances. in ward forms vs. babbling forms,
It is widely beüeved tbat infants "have greater contrai of loudness. pitcn, and duration

,han oi articula tory rnovements" (Locke, 1983, ? 13), Veto ?rosodic aspects of infants'
vocaiizations have been much less studied than segmentai aspects. There are still. tO date.
few instrumentai data concerning the prosodic aspects oi children's vocaiizations from
J .:ross-linguistic perspective (in particuiar. intonation :md timing). However. some
~vidence of language-specific intluence on the prosody oi int":mts' vocalizaùons may be

gleaned from existing studies.
üstenmg tests. where adult listeners had to àîscriminate the babbling of infants raised

:n different language communities. have Ylelded contlicting results. ln those studies where
Jduits did discrlmInate above chance level. they were thought to do so on the basis of
prosodic rather than segmentai cues \Weir, 1966; Boysson-Bardies. Sagart. :md Durand.
1984). However. other studies f:liled to show such discrimination (Atkinson.
\1acWhinney. Jnd Stoel. 1970; Oiney and Scholnick. 1976).

W!1aien. Levltt. Jna Wang (1991) conducted a cross-iinguistic study of intonation

'Nnich was bath instrumental and perceptual. They compared the reduplicauve babbling
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(in tWo- and three-syllable utterances) or" English- and French.learning inf"ants. Jged 5-
13 months: French intànts proouce more rising contours than Amencan infants. thereby
reflecting the adult model.

Anecdotal data may a1so be peaned from at least two diary studies oi inr'ants acquiring
a rone language: Mandarm (C1umeck. 1977) and Thaï (Tuaycharoen. 1977). Tœy Jgree
in tbat tone-like intonation patterns cannot be traced prior to the fust adult-based
attempts at wards. Beiore that pomt. the use or" intonation is limited to tœ expression
of communicative intenu (C1wneck. 1980). Correct tone proouction seems to occur
earlier tban correct segment production. JS shown in 11 and Thompson's (1977) study
oi 17 Mandarin-leaming children betWeen the ages of 18 and 36 montbs. Chao (1976)
and Tse (1978) have also reported case studies where the subject ~ldom made errors
in tone production while still making segmentai errors (at :8 months t'or Chao's grand.
daughter. and 21 months for Tse's subject).

Patterns of durations are :marner important aspect of prosody. One major issue is
the lengthening of final syllables in words or phrases. aller and Smith ("1977) did not
observe rinallengthening in A~rican int'ants aged 8-12 months. Theu study suggested
tbat final lengthening is learned later. if it IS present in the 3dult language. 3S in English
and French. (It is not present in Standard Japanese.) However. l..1ut'er (1980) was able
to detect final lengthening in .-\rnerican inf'anu prior to six months. Robb and Saxman
(1990) observed consiStent rinallengthening in seven American children t'rom :1bout 10
to 24 months. with no discemible developmental change. They proposed tbat final
lengthening is 3' "rrK>stly passift" process. tbat '.it is only aiter :1cqwring L1nguage . 0 .

tbat significant increases (or decreases) in lengthening occur"o Konopczynski (1986).
in a study of t'our French children aged t'rom eight to :4 months. observed 3 shift from
.'isosyllabicity" :1t 8-10 months to "~cquired final lengthening" :1iter 16 months. Bacri.
Boysson-Bardies. and Hallé (1989) compared four American and iour French children
:1ged 3bout 12 months. They round final lengthening ror American int'ams' di. or tri.
sylJabic vocalizations. while. for French :niants. final lengthcning I>CI;urred .>niy in
utterances or- more than {wo syllables. (nterestingiy. Bacri (1984) also jound that rinal
lengthening was a necessary cue jor French infants' vocaliutlons to be judged 3S speech.
like utterances. We may inter!Jret this resuit JS showing that inr°:lnts oi ~his 3ge. who

produce bath babble-iike :lnd speech-like "ocaliutions. ~xhibit rmallengthenmg primar1Îy
in the latter.

These :1ccounts suggest the possibility oi observlng an intluence oi :1mbient !:lnguage
on intonation and timing oi chüdren"s v~tior.3. This Intluence may weigb difrerently
on babbling and on word rorrns. We bave thereiore undert:lken .1 cross-language study oi
the vocnliutions produced by French :1nd Jap~neSt infants at the end oi the penod
oi first words 1 when a gre3t de2l oi babblin~ is stIJl round), in order [0 3sseSS the ;JOSSlole

differences in a quantitative way.
French and J.1panese 3re interesting for ~he purpose of this stuày because their global

pros<xiic ieatures are weil contrasted. The :nost tYPIQl intonation .;ontour ln French is
the rising continuation contour 1 Delattre. 1961: Rossi, 1980}. Final i~ngthening ln
French. I>n the Iut syllable oi .1 prosodic ~roup or :l single word. is weil documented
(Delattre. 1966: Rigault. 1962). RatIOS oi :inal to non.rinal sv1l3ble durations oi :1bout
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1.7 have been observed for adults (Wenk and Wioland, 1982)- ln contrast. the usual
continuation intonation is flat or falling in Japanese. Only question intonation rmy end
with a rise (Oisbi, 1965, round that 75% of Ja~. question-utterances bave a rising
intonation)- Finallengthening occurs oRly with question intonation and is DOt observed
to accompany the continuation intonation (Nishinunm, 1979; Hœquist. 1983). I..Dca1
prosodic fQtures are contrasted as weil: ln French, they simply reduce to global features
in the case of singJe-word utterances, whereas in Japanese they incof1X>rate contrasu
of pitch acxent, or "ward tone", and of segmentai quantity.

At the end of the period of flrst words, children stiD produce a lot of babbling. The
tWO studies mentioned earlier, by Boysson-Bardies and Vihman (1991) am by Davis
and MacNeilage (1990), suant that babbling and attempted words II8Y Rot reflect in
the same way the ambient language prosody. Moreover, in the case of Japanese.
attempted words may partially reflect the lexically determined ward tORes and vocalic
quantities. Therefore, the present study will also examine the possible düferences
between attempted words and babbling.

METHOD

Data collection i6td sampling

The data wete collected as part of the Cross-ÜDguistic Project on Infant Vocalizations
(Boysson-Bardies and VIhman. 1991). Five children from each language group were
audio- and video-tecorded in bi-weekly JO-minute sessions, from about 10 months,
when they produced largely babble, unti! the "::S-word session", when they {X'oduced at
least :5 different word types in a session, Having :5 words in a session corresponds to
a cumulative (djary based) lexicon of about 50 words (V1hman and Miller, 1988). AU
infant vocalizations recorded in the course of the:se sessions were transcribed into IPA
notation by native speakers who were trained phoneticians. The infants were recordcd
at home with the mother and an observer in charge of the recording apparatus. Care
was taken to create a Datura! atmosphere of play and verbal communication.

For the present study, only data from the Iut (25-word) session were analyzed.
Disyllabic vocalizations, which account for 43% of the vocalizations in French and 45%
in Japanese in the 15-word session, were selected for instru~ntal anaJysis. Aside from
their frequent occurrence in the data from both groups of infants. disyllables were
chosen for anaJysis because they allow a clear-cut quantitative description in terms of
Fa contour and duration patterns. Since fmaJ syllable yowel lengthening was to be
examined. two syilables were a minima! requiterœnt; since the rising VI. ialling quaJity
of Fa .:ontours wu of primary interest (given the main contrast between Japanese and
French intonation), it was MOst desitable 10 examine short utterances. where com!)lex
Fa .:ont ours are less likely to occur.

For each infant. aU the disyllables produced u autonomous utterances during the
~5.word session were analyzed. provided they met the following requirements: Fa
could be estimated (vocalizations produced with whispered voice or with strong overlap
with 'other voiccs or with noise were discarded), no abrupt discontinuity occurred in
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TABLEl

French and Japanese infants at the 2S-word session
Age and total number of disyllabic items coUected

Marie

1;7.24 (F)

Charles

1,3.19 (M)

Laurent

1;5.15 (M)

Carole

1;2.5 (F)

French infants

Infant

Age (sex)

DisyUables

produced
Total
497104 liS 104 74

Haruo

1;7.17 (M)

Emi

1;4.7 (F)

Kazuko

1;3.11 (F)

Japanese infantS

Infant Taro

Age(sex) 1:11.2(M)

Disyl1ables

produced .
Total
45850 142 109 151

the Fa contour (items exhibiting change to or from falsetto or creaky voice were
discarded). and the vocalization was neither shouted nor cried. A spectrogram editing
program (written by J.L Gauvain. CNRS) was used. in narrow band mode. to select
tractable items. The disyllables of two infants. one from each group. were not further
analyzed because fewer than 1S items met the requirements. For the other children.
the number of disyllables retained ranged from 3S to 138 (mean 86). Table 1 shows
the children's age and the number of disyllables they produced duTing the 2S.word
session (including those that were discarded).

.4na/.vsis
For the selected disyilables. Fa was extracted by means of a variant of the cepstral

method (lO msec analysis step, no smoottùng) and was checked through visual
inspection of narrow band spectrograms (incorrect values were sirnply deleted). Fa
curves were then srnoothed by fitting natural cubic spline functions to the raw values (by
grouping of values. and plecewise cubic interpolation between group centers). The spline
functions were defined in the who le domain from the first to the last raw Fa value time
location. possibly including unvoiced sections. This type of curve.fitting function was
selected because it makes no a priori assumption about the overall form of the smoothed
contours. and its piecewise form makes it possible to follow trends in the data with
very good accuracy. Furthermore. it can be differentiated up to the second derivative.
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Fig. Parameters extracted from a smoothed Fo contour (utterance [J2JGb!, Taro).
Onset Fo: 362 Hz; mean Fo: 345 Hz: maximum Fo: 364 Hz; minimum Fo:
325 Hz: Fo excursion: (325-364)/362 = -11%. Fo change rate::4 Hz/msec2.

wlùch we used here for computing an index of F 0 change rate. Ostry and MunhaU (1985),
for example. used rhis type of function to fit tongue dorsum roovements. grouping raw
values. in ..1.5 msec wide intervals. We used intervals of 50 nBec, which correspond to
groups of five raw F 0 values.
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The following parameters were extracted from the smoothed contours: Fo onset value
and mean value, Fo excursion, and Fo change rate. Fo excursion was the ratio of the
"signed" Fo range to the Fo onset value. Falling contours were given a negative Fo
range, and rising contours a positive one. Fo change rate was computed as the mean
absolute value of the second derivative of the fitting spline function. Since the spline
function wu continuously defined aver both syllables. possibly including unvoiced gaps.
the Fo change rate also takes into account "invisible" Fo movements. from one syllable
to the next. Fo change rate may be misleading because it is ~nsitive to microprosodic
perturbations. such as Fo dips in voiced stops and the like. which are not relevant to
pitch contours. However, this parameter is generally indicative of the complexity of
Fo contours, althOUgh some caution is needed in its interpretation. The different
parameters are illustrated in Figure 1.

We chose to analyze rime (more precisely, the voiced portion of rime) rather than
syllable durations because we take the durations of initial consonants to be irrelevant
to prosody in either French or Japanese. (They may be relevant in other languages.)
Since it is often difficult to locate rime or syllable boundaries in fully voiced utterances
produced by infants (consider. iD addition. that these were not clean laboratory
recordings), we linùted ourselves to disyUable types whose syUable.initial consonants
were unvoiced. Hence, for those contours that consisted of two voiced sections separated
by an unvoiced gap, rime durations were measured as the length of the voiced sections,
provided that n.either section included a voiced initial consonant. (Spectrograrns were
inspected to verify the latter requirement.) Given this limitation. 189 out of 370 items
(51%) for the Japanese. and 109 out of 315 items (35%) for the French infants were
retained for duration measurements. This discrepancy may be indiC:1tive of phonotactic
differences be[Ween French and Japanese.

RESULTS

Mean values of the parameters describing Fo contours of ail vocallzations (regardless
of lexical status). computed for each infant and averaged witfùn each language group. are
summarized in Table 1.

For the Fo excursion pararneter. the difference between the French and the Japanese
int'ants is highlY significant (r (6) = 4.62. P < 0.004). as is the difference between me an
and onset Fo values for French and Japanese infants (+30.5 Hz venus -6.3 Hz. r (6) =
1.5. p < 0.05). Japanese int'ants ail produce a majority of falling contours. while French
infants ail produce a majority of rising contours. ln the French group. 73% of the
disyllables have a rising contour. against only :6% in the Japanese group. HiStograrns in
Figure ~. where iniants have been pooled by language group. illustrate this difference.
These lùstograrns exhibit 3 bimodal distribution indicating few flat contours in either
language group.

The F 0 .;bange rate pararneter did not prove to be significantly different between
the two groups (r(6) = 0.17, P > 0.8). The French group is more homogeneous (SD =
10.6 Hz/msec:) than the Japanese (SD = :0.9 Hz/msec:). ln the Japanese group. Haruo
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TABLE 2

Parameten describing F 0 contours:
Nwnber of items analyzed. and mean values for each infant

Onset
(Hz)

Mean

(Hz)

Retained
items

Excursion Change rate
(~) (fu/msec:2)

95

64

93

63

79

F~h 192

342

344

317

324

316

356

410

335

356

+20%

+10%

+32%

+22%

+21%

32.5

40.6

53.3

29.7

39.0

Marie

Laurent

Charles

Carole

A~

J apanese Taro

Hama

Emi

Kazuko

Avera&e

3S

99

98

138

92

286

337

344

383

337

270

347

319

389

331

-3%

-2S%

-28%

-S%

-IS%

16.1

62.3

24.2

45.6

31.0

bas the largest Fo cl1ange rate (62.3 Hz/msec: againsl a mean of :'8.6 Hz/~ec: for
Ine three oT.her children). Exanuning his vocalizalions more .:Iosely. we found thal
he produced many yocaJizations with a large Fo dip in voiced obSlruents. Such Fo
movernents are related to microprosody rather than to prosody. The Fo change rate
wu therefore overoeStimated for this child. ~one of the French children exhibited tbis
kind of microprosodic Fo variation.

For the contours retained for the measurement of nn. durations. we computed the
durations of the rlrst and of the second rime. and the ratio of the ~cond to the flrst
rime duration (r2/rl ratio). Results :1re summanzed in Table 3. French inr-ants'
vocalizations ail show :1 substantiaJ increment of duration on the second syllable rime.
Final lengthening is DOt observed in three out ot" four Japane~ children. The French
group is more homogeneous than the Japanese. .1S can be seen from the r2/n ratio (SD
0.15 lIerms 0.39). The heterogeneity witbin the Japanese group is due, 3gain. to Haruo.
the only Japanese child who produced longer second rimes. The first rime duration is
not signlficantly different between Japanese 3nd French groups (t (6).0.12. p > 0.8). ln
spa te of Haruo's deYiant data. the r2/rl ratio tends to be la-rger for French I:hildren.
The difference. howeYer. faits to re3ch significa.nce (t (6) . 1.64. P . 0.15). Figure 3
shows hi SI ograms or the r2/rl ratios tor pooled French.1nd Japanese ïnt'ants.
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b) Japanese

Fig. .:.. Histograms showing the distribution of the Fo excursion parameter in (a)
French and (b) Japanese int'ants' disyllabic vocalizations. The figures given for
interval centers are F 0 excursion values expressed in 'Jo.

Interaction wirh ~enraJ organization

ln adult speech. the intnnsic cbaracteristics of vowels and consonants atTect Fo
contours and syllable durations. Iniants aJso bave Fos tbat partly Jepend on the quality
of the vowel tbey 3te producmg (Bauer. 1988). ln roost languages. there is a general
trend for rugit vowels to bave higher intrinsic Fos tban low vowels. and for higit-baclc
vowels to bave even higher intrinsic Fos than higit-central or rugit-iront vowels (for 3-
review. set Di Cristo. 1976). High vowels also have shorter intrmsic durations. These
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TABLE 3

Duration patterns:
Number of items analyzed and mean values for each infant

Retained
items

First Rime (r1)
(msec)

Second Rime (n)
(msec)

Marie

Laurent

Charles

Carole

Average

French 31

13

3S

30

27

171

196

216

173

189

229

227

320

243

25S

1.23

1.58

1.47

Taro

Haruo

Emi

Kazuko

A~rage

24

S5

38

72

47

148

202

164

267

195

Japanese 137

320

128

237

205

1.68

0.83

1.00

1.15

general results a1so hold for Japanese (for example. see Homma.. 1973). Insof~asthe
effects of consonants on Fo are concemed. voiced obstruents tend to Iower Fo, while
unvoiced ones tend to raise Fo (Di Cristo. 1976). Indeed. the Fo changes induced by
consonant voicing are essentiaUy local. However, they possibly affect Fo contours over
short utterances. For example, it may be expected tbat voiced stops in initial position
will fayot a following rising Fo contour (Silverman. 1986).

We first examined the possible influence of vowel height: A disyllable was considered
3S favoring 3 rising, falling, or flat contour, according to the heights of its vowel
component5. ln other words, it was regarded as "intrinsically" rising. falting, or fiat.
Four classes of vowel height were considered, corresponding respectively to low. mid.
high-front or high-central. 3nd high.back voweis, in increasing order. Whenever the tWo
main voweis of :1 disyllable belonged to different classes. the disyllable was regarded
3S intrinsically non-rlat. For example. 3 disyllable transcribed [takiJ would be considered
3S intrinsically rising. For each infant. the observed Fo contours have been counted
3ccording to the three types of intrinsic contour inferred from vowel heigilts. Counts have
been pooled by language group. When considering the totals per language group. the
proportions of intrinsicaUy rising, falling, and flat contours 3te almost the saIne in bath
languages (Ou1 (2) = 0.47. P > 0.8). ln both languages. about half of the disyllables
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(a) French
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b) Japanese
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"
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Fig.3. Histograms showing the distribution of the r2/rl ratio in (a) French and (b)
Japanese infants' disyllabic voca11zations.

belong ta the intrinsically tlat C:ltegory. :1 little more tban 30% ta the rising c:1tegory. :1
little Jess than 2~ to the talling category.

Vowel intrinsic Fos seem to influence Fo contours in a nX>re predict:1ble w~y for
Japanese than for French children: Acèording to the ~Ied counts. intrinsicaily rising
disyllables are :1ctuaily more often rising than intnnsicaUy tlat disyllables (36% > ::%)
while intrinsically falling and tlat disyllables are equally often rising (~1 % and ::%).
Tms pattern seems to be contirmed by individual percentag~s ùf actU:lily rising contours
witmn intrinsically rising, tlat. and falling contours: :9% > ~7% > 11% (averaged ôlcross
int-ants). However. t.tests on individual percentages do not revC31 significant contrasts.
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ln the case of French children, intrinsically rising contours are DX>re often rising than
intrinsically falling contours. but bath are less often rising than intrinsically flat contours.
Aga1n. (.tests run on tndividual perccntages do not reveal signifiant contrasts. It is
unlikely, then, that our results be biased by vowel intrinsic Fol: If we had retained
only intrinsically f1at disyJJables, as did Whalen et al (1991), who limited their sample to
reduplicative babbling, we would have round even more salient differences between the
two groups of infants (81% rising contours in French versus 22% iD Japanese, instead of
73% venus 26%).

We next examined the possible influence of consonants. Voiced obstruents. nasals.
and semi-vowels should lower Fo while unvoiced obstruents sOOuld raise Fo. Initial.
Iœdial, and tertninal consonants may all (locally) affect Fo contolUs. However, very few
terminal consonants were found in disyllables. except for glottal stops - whose effect
on Fo is unclear - in Japanese inf'ants. Hencc, only initial (when pre~nt) and media!

consonants were considered in deciding which type of contour a disyllable type was
favoring: For exarnple, [kaba] would be considered as intrinsically falling, [gapaJ as
intrinsically rising, [baba] as intrinsically flat, that is. favoring ~ither a rising nor a
falling contour. For each infant, the observed contours have been oounted according to
the three types of intrinsic contour favored by the initial and medial consonants. Counts
have been pooled by language group. When considering the totais per language group,
the difference between the two groupa in the proportions of disyllable types favoring
rising, falling, and flat contours approaches significance (Chi2 (2) = 5.12, p = 0.08),
due to the higher proportion of intrinsically flat contours in Japanese. ln bath groupa,
however, intrinsically flat contours are much more frequent than intrinsically rising
or fa1ling contours. which are equally frequent.

Consonants seem to influence F 0 contours in a predictable way for French children:
According to the pooled counts. disylIables whose consonants favor a rising contour are
actually more often rising than those whose consonants favor a f1at.contour (90% > 74%)
while the opposite is true for disyllables whose consonants favor a falling contour (55%
< 74%). However. [-tests on individual percentages do not reveal significant contrasts.
Such a predictable pattern is not round in Japanese clùldren: Aca>rding to the pooled
counts. the smallest proportion of rising contours is observed in intrinsically f1at
disyllable types (19%), whereas the proportions for intrinsically rising or falling types
do not differ (35% or 36%), Again, however, (-tests on individual percentages do not
reveal significant contrasts. As was found for vowel heights. the Japanese and French
groups are more rnarkedly contrasted when considering only intrinsically r1at disyllable
types.

We funher examined the possible int1uence of vowel intrinsic lengths on observed
r2/rl ratios. Only three classes of intrinslc lengths were retained. corresponding to high.
mid. and low vowels. in increasing order. This classification follows the results obtained
from Japanese s~akers by Nishinuma lI979), who reported average durations of 112
rnsec for lai. 103 and 97 rnsec for /01 and lei, î1 and 83 rnsec for Iii and lui. For each
infant. mean nlrl ratios have been computed according to three types of duration
pattern inferred from the vowel intrinslc 1engths: Balanced. short-long, and long-short.
The counts of these three types. when pooled by language group, indiC3te that the
proportions of intrinsically balanced. short.long. and long-short duration patterns do
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not differ between the Japanese and French groups (Qziz (2) = 2.04, p > 0.35). About
half of the disyllables are intrinsically balanced in vowel durations in both languages.
Intrinsically sbort-iong patterns of durations are the lem frequent (15% in Japanese,
10% in French).

Intrinsic ~el lengths seem to influence the nln ratio only in the case of French
children: According to the pooled results, intrinsically short-long disyllables have a
larger n/rl l2tio than intrinsically baJanced ODes (1.59 > 1.49) while intrinsically long-
short disyllables have a slightly smaller n/rl ratio (1.46). These differences are non.
significant according to t-tests on individual mean n/rl ratios. ln the case of Japanese
infants, no systematic influence of vowel intrinsic lengtbs is observed at aIl. whether
from pooled results or from individuaJ mean n/rl ratios. However, the !min result is
that Japanese and French infanu' disyllables do not differ with respect to the proportions
of intrinsic duration patterns. Were vowel intrinsic lengtf1S overwhelmingJy in11uentiaJ,
observed shon-long duration patterns shouJd be equally infrequent in both language
groups. They are frequent in French, however (Table 3).

Finally the phonetic structUre of the last syllable !mY also influence the last rime
duration. Nasal codas, for example, are expected to lengthen the rime, gJottal stops to
shorten it. TJM: counts of such '.speciaJ" endings (based on phone tic transcriptions), for
those disyllables whose nlrl ratio had been computed. are summarized in Table 4.
The counts of nasal codas or nasalized vowels in ftnaJ position are negligible and cannot
be cornpared betWeen the two language groups. However, the proportion of gJottaJ
stops in fmal position is significantly higher in the Ja~anese group (t (6) = 3.02, P <
0.03).

The counts in Table 4 suggest that Japanese children ?roduce a glottal stop in fInal
position much more often than do the French, except for Haruo, who has only 5.5%
of disyllables terminated by a glottaJ stop (compared to 21% to 36% in other Japanese
children). Haruo is aJso the onJy Japanese child for whom fmallengthening was found.
The terminai glottal stop rnight explain why Japanese children produce duration patterns
that seern to be more independent of vowel qualities than for French chiJdren.

Attempted ~ yS. babbling [orms

The previoos sections showed tbat different prosodic patterns are observed in French
and Japanese. which are not induced by different segmentai organizations. This result.
however. was obtained for ail disyllables (babbling and words combined). Does it hold
for bath babbling and ward forms? One may surrnise that babbling exhibits less contrai
of prosody than ward forrns: ln other words. babbling forrns rnay be leu language-
specific (as tœy were at the segmentaIlevel in Davis and ~acNei1age's 1990 study).
It is also possible tbat attempts to produce adult-based words increase the cognitive
load and result in a deterioration of the prosodic patterns produced by children. The
situation may be different for Japanese Infants. since 'lexical prosody' is part of the adult
model they are trying to follow.

We therefore ex3mined separately ward and babbling forrns in both groups. To be
considered as a ward attempt, a vocaIization had to resemble an adult ward plausibly
in sbape and had to be used in :1 plausible context. We t'ollowed the criterla used by
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TABLE 4

Special endings of the second syUable

Nasal

codas

Nasalized
~wels

Glottal
Stops

2 (6%)

0(.)
0 (0%)

1 (3%)

3 (3~)

N

F~ch 31

13
35

30
109

0
0

0

0

0

3Marie

Laurent

Charles

Carole

0
0
4

Taro

Haruo

Emi

Kazuko

24

S5

38

72

189

0 8 (3~)

3 (S~)

8 (2I~)

26 (36%)

4$ (24~)

0JapœI~~

0

2
3

0

0
1

Boysson-Bardies and Vlhman (1991, p. 300). Table 5 shows the mean Fo excursion:md
the n/rl ratio by infant, in words and in babbling. The~ tWO variabies do oot differ
significantly betWeen words and babbling, in either French or Japanese (Fo excursion:
t (3) = 0.36, p > 0.7 in French. t (3) .0.48. p > 0.6 in Japanese: nlrl ratio: t (3) =
0.11.p > 0.8 in French. t (3). 1.98.p > 0.14 inJapanese).

These reluIts preclude a global influence of lexical status on prosodic patterns in
infants' vocalizations. Words and babbling both retlect adult prosody. However. in the
case of Japanese infants, :m 3dditional question arises: Do 3ttemoted words retlect in
some way the adult lexical prosody imposed on the corresponding adult forrns?

ln Japanese adult speech. lexically constrained word tones and vocalic quantities
10cal1y affect the prosodic variables. Hence. we tan compare infant and adult forms
from tbis "Iexical" perspective. Given the lad of data 00 frequency counts of word
tones or durational patterns in Japanese 3dult speech. we toak disyllabic "target words"
attempted by the I:hildren in each group as the malt representative :!duit-speech sample
3vailable. Target words - that is. adult gJosses of identified words attempted by cbildren
- are likely to be roost tYPlcaJ oî the infants. language environment (see Boysson-Bardies
3nd Vihman. 1991).

. Japanese disyllabic target words have specific F 0 contours associated with their

lexil:aJ word tone. Among the 87 disyllabic Japanese tarJet words. only :% !lad a
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TABLES

Words vs. babbling:
Fo excursion and duration patterns in the two language groups

Fo Excursion
mean

n/n
meanForm N SD N SD

French ~arie words

babble

words

babble

words

babble

words

babble

worœ

babble

S2
43

S2
12

66
27

39
24

20.1
20.4

8.9
16.3

32.4
32.1

17.2
13.5

22.1
20.6

(43.2)
(35.2)

(36.2)
(45.3)

(38.2)
(45.2)

(20.1 )
(25.7)

(10.2)
(8.2)

(0.61)
(0.71)

(0.19)
(0.58)

(0.72)
(0.92)

.<0.65)
(0.51)

(0.23)
(0.11 )

23
8

9
4

27
8

16
14

1.50
1.40

1.11
1.50

1.65
1.35

1.45
1.59

1.43
1.46

uurent

Charles

Carole

Average

.
TaroJapanne words

babble

wards
babble

wards
babble

words
babble

words
babble

14
Il

51
48

63
35

96
42

-4.8
-0.3

-25.3
-25.0

-28.7
-27.8

-4.1

-6.9

-15.7

-15.0

(19.8)
(25.2)

(42.5)
(38.8)

(17.z')
(17.9)

(26.0)
(26.5)

(13.1 )
(13.5)

16
8

31
14

10
18

56
16

1.02
0.78

1.74
1.61

0.80
0.8S

1.04
0.87

1.15
1.03

(0.69)
(0.27)

(0.96)
(0.85)

(0.32)
(0.14 )

(0.70)
(0.67)

(0.41 )
(0.39)

Haruo

Kazuko

Average

complex rise.iall lexical contour in Standard Japanese (spoken in the Tokyo area) 36%
had a risiDg contour. and 62% had a ialling contour. Although .'accent concatenation.'
may take place within a spoken sentence. resulting in !lat F 0 .;ontours on certain words.
trus phenomenon generates flat contours at the expense or- failing .;ontours (Pierre.
humbert and Beckman. 1988: Fujisaki. Hirose and Oh ta. 1979). Thus. rising Fo contours
must remain the minority in the target words to which infants :Ire exposed. Rime
durations are :llso lexically constrained. Rimes can be short (in one.mora syllables) or
long (in two-mora syllables). Among the 87 disyllabic target words. 7'1% had both rimes
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TABLE 6

Realizations of lexical tones in Japanese infants' words
(individual and pooled data)

Infant Adult form Observed Fo contours
rising falling

4 (67%) 2 (33%)
4 (22%) 14 (78%)

10 (42%) 14 (584J1)
5 (19%) 22 (81%)

1(17%) 5(83%)
2 (4%) 55 (96%)

25 (46%) 29 (54%)
14 (33%) 28 (67%)

39 (434J1) 51 (57%)
26 (18%) 118 (82%)

total

rising
falling

rising
falling

rising
falling

rising
falling

rising
falling

6
18

24
27

6
57

54
42

90
144

Haruo

Kazuko

Pooled

short, 11% both rimes long. 11% had the fust long, the second short, and on1y 6% hali
the first short and the second long. Although actual durations observed in adu1t speech
do Rot derive arithmetically from the number of moras but are also intluenced by
intrinsic vowe1 lengths and by consonants, we cao take the figures given above as an
indication tbat the target disyllables are fairly balanced in rime durations. with a
tendency to have a short second rime.

At the 2S.word session. Japanese infants (like infants acquiring other languages)
still produced a lot of babbüng. About 60% of their vocalizations were identified as
attempts at adult words. ln Table 6, attempted words have been grouped into two
categories: Words whose :ldult gloss has a rising Fo contour, and words whose adult
glOSS bas a f:llling contour.

As expected from the previous section. rising contours are re1atively infrequent in
Japanese infants. However. the proportion of Fo contours observed u rising is higher in
infants' words whose adult form is rising. ln the pooled data, about 43% of these words
are actually produced with a rising Fo contour. whereu on1y 18% of the words whose
3dult form is tà1ling are produced with a rising contour (t (3) a 3.172. p < 0.05). This
trend. however. is unc1ear for Emi, who attempted only six words with a rising adult
form. out of 63 identified words.

A simil:lr grouping wasîmposed on infants' attempted words according to the duration
patterns of adult gJosses. The duration patterns actually observed were mainly balanced
irrespect ive of the adult gloss. There were not enough tokens whose adult gloss had
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unequal rime durations to observe any reliable pattern. Therefore. we can safely state
only tbat the durational patterns produced by Japanese infants' words are globally
congruent with those round in their target words.

DISCUSSION

The global properties of French vs. Japanese intonation and duration patterns are
present in the vocalizations of children by about 18 months in dther ~rd or babb/ing
[Orm.f. Indeed. the most striking difference between the two language groups lies in the
Fa exœrsion variable. which shows clearly tbat French children iX"oduce a large majority
of rising contours while Japanese children show the opposite tendency. These differences
do not reflect systematic differences in segmentaI organization between the two
lang~e groups. For disyllables with segmentaI structures that should not influence
Fa contoun (similar vowel intrinsic heights. sirnilar consonants). tœ difference between
the Japanese and the French groups is even more marlced. ln the case of Japanese
children. falIing Fa contours reflect not only global intonation. but also lexical
intonation. that is. pitch accent on words. A closer inspection of their attempted words
reveals a significant effect for target words with a rising lexical contour to be
approximated with a rising contour. even if infants' realizations of Fa contours are stiU
often incorr~t. This can be viewed as an indication tbat the aCX}uisition of ward tone
is just emerging in Japanese children at the developmental stage of the 2S-word session.

For f1naJ lengthening, the data of the French children are in close agreement with
previous studies: Konopczynslci (1986) tlnds an average final lcogthening ratio of 1.6
for four children studied between 16 and 24 months: we find an average ratio of 1.5.
(She measured syllable lengths, while we measured rime lengths.) ln the Japanese group,
fmallengthening seerns to be excepùonal. It is onJy observed in ODe child, Haruo. who
also diffen from the other Japanese in the scarcity o." bis fiœl glottal stOps. Final
lengthening eventually emerges in children's vocalizations. when it is present in the adult
model as in English or French. a1though we are DOt clear as to when (OlIer and Smith.
1977: Robb and Saxman, 1990). One maY surrnise tbat final lengthening is acquired.
not a universaJ tendency. Why then. is one Japanese child producing final lengthening?
An altemaùve explanation is tbat fmal lengthening is potentiaJly universaJ 3t a certain
developmental stage. but later becomes exaggerated in some languages. inhibited in some
othen: For those languages where r1nallengthening is not present in adult speech. lilce
Japanese. children may have to learn to inhibit rmallengthening. A possible way is to
produce a terminal glottal stop. as is actually observed in the case of Japanese children.
ln agreement with this view. the only Japanese child who produced very iew fInal glottal
stops was aJso the only one who produced tinallengthemng. We ImY say that this child
had not yet 3cquired the device used in his language group to inhibit tmallengthening.
On the other hand. intonation and duration do interact. For example. in Japanese adult
speech. the "high toneme" has been observed to lengthen the underJying segments
(Nishinuma. 1979): The interdependency between Fa and duration. which is partly
mechanical. may be stronger in int'ants than in adults. Hence. the tact that Japanese
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infants produce a large majority of "lùgh.low" faDing contours is another factor that
ravors long-short duration patterns - in other ward$. that inhibits fmallengthening.

It could be argued tbat the differences round in Fo contours are related to a
differential use of intonation by children for communicating their emotions or desires.
Rising intonation, for example. bas been round to be used for requests. But tlùs use of
"intonation" is more specific to younger infants before the fu:st words (Galligan, 1987).
Cultural differences rnay also partir account for different emotional behaviours. Japanese
child-raising traditions involve Jess emphasis on verbal interaction oriented toward child
arousal tban toward sootl1ing and maintaining the child cairn and secure. Fernald.
Taeschner, Dunn. Papousek. and Boysson-Bardies (1989), altlwugh promoting the notion
that prosodic patterns specific to motherese are unmrsai. round that Japanese mothers
used a somewhat narrower pitch range than French mothers when addressing their
child (aged about 10-14 months). Thus it seerns that Japanese children are exposed to
a more restrained motherese speech than are French children. The difference, however,
is a slight one, and rnay weil be language-specific rather than culture.specific. ~oreover,
the children we examined were about 18 months old. The motherese used for this age
becomes more tuned toward language-teaching. and so must bc more language-specific
(Stem, Spieker, Barnett. and MacKain. 1983). Finally, children of this age are exposed
not onJy to mo theresc , but also to ail kinds of aduIt speech. including radio and ']V
broadcasts. It is doubtful, then, that our data cao be explained by culture-specific
differences. Much more likely. the children we examined had already begun to acquire
the esscntials of their ambient language prosody.

To summarize, we have presented some results showing that, toward the end of
the transition from babbling to early words, even isolated disyllables, which one would
assume to be poor in prosodic cues (because of their brcvity), are strikingly congruent
with adult prosody: Typical contrasts betWeen French and Japanese adult speech
prosodic patterns are already found in infants at the 2S-word session (when they have
a lexicon of about 50 words). ln detail, we observe that the production of correct pitch
accent (word tone) is emerging in Japanese infants' attempted words. Globaily, in words
as weil as in babbling, French and Japanese int'ants clearly differ with respect to Fo
contours and rime durations, and closely retlect the specific trends of French and
J apanese adult speech,

'R~C'~i"ed.\{4.v20.1991;4C'œpledDectmbe'19.1991)
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